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Structure of the Report
The Executive, Chapters and Special
Interest Groups activities are based
on strategic focus areas set by
the Executive Committee. These
include membership, professional
learning opportunities, advocacy
for Education for Sustainability (EfS)
in policy and educational settings.
We are a volunteer organization
that works to add value to a
wide range of EE sectors in each
States and Territories through
collaborative endeavor, reflecting
our connections and experiences to
build capacity.

Acknowledgements
Each section of the report has been
contributed by the volunteers who
are working within the network and
their contributions are gratefully
acknowledged. Special thanks
to all who contributed to the
development of this year’s Annual
Report.
This report is available at www.
aaee.org.au or by emailing
admin@aaee.org.au.

The Australian Association for Environmental Education (AAEE)
is the premier, national, professional association for those who
identify themselves as working in the fields of environment or
sustainability education.
The Association and its members are committed to working with others towards
a sustainable future. AAEE represents the broad environmental education
community in national discussions and debates.
Through its representative roles on state and national committees,
memberships and partnerships and its state- based Chapters, AAEE represents
and advocates for the interests of environmental education and educators across
Australia.
AAEE provides an important network, supporting its members with up-todate research and policy information, access to resources, and regular workshops
and conferences.
AAEE exists to provide a forum for professionals interested in Environmental
Education (EE) to come together, network and share their knowledge and
expertise. It serves to represent the environmental education fraternity in national
discussions and debates.
AAEE also includes Special Interest Groups for members: Teacher & Teacher
Education; Early Childhood; Local Government; Nature Educators; Research and
Marine & Catchment Educators.
The role of education is a critical tool in the path towards sustainability.
Increasingly environmental education is playing a major role in, and across
sectors including government, business, industry, the broader community,
and in schools. AAEE exists to provide a network for this growing force of
environmental educators. It aims to support this network through:
• growing professionally, providing a forum for sharing lessons and experiences
• providing a common voice to champion our cause in policy arena and to
generate funding forging partnerships with organizations that have common
aims to further build the profile and recognition of EE.
AAEE has professional links with similar associations in North America, New
Zealand and Europe. The biennial, national conferences have an international
perspective and our members represent AAEE at conferences both at home and
overseas. Membership is available in a range of categories with benefits including:
• professional development nationally and regionally via conferences, workshops
and seminars;
• member benefits with those organizations with which AAEE partners and/or
holds memberships;
• access to the latest Australian research in the Australian Journal of Environmental
Education;
• networking opportunities;
• up-to-date news about environmental education programs and events around
the country through monthly e-bulletins and ozEEnews – our quarterly enewsletter;

Australian Association for
Environmental Education
PO Box 996
COTTON TREE QLD 4558
ABN 80 047 534 235

• discounted registration at our biennial conference and substantial
discounts on all AAEE publications;

Association Number A01300

Together, AAEE members provide a strong voice for EE across Australia and
internationally.
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• participation in Special Interest Group (SIGs) forums;
• participation in State Chapters;
• a voice to State and Federal governments about relevant issues.

Structure of the Report

2013/14 AAEE Highlights
A few key achievements this year through the work of the national executive team
and members who offer their help in different states for our major projects.
The Tasmanian Chapter is to be congratulated for coordinating the 2014
Biennial Conference in Hobart. This valuable event allows our members to come
together from all parts of Australia, to meet international delegates and key
speaker in our unique community gathering. With 300 + delegates it is shaping
up to be a fabulous program. At the inaugural Research symposium we look
forward to the AJEE 30 year Celebrations with past Editors joining with the
current Editor, Dr Amy Cutter-Mackenzie. What an outstanding achievement. We
will also honour the Environmental Educator of the year and the AAEE Fellow at
the conference dinner.
The Australian Education for Sustainability Alliance (AESA) held meetings with
the Prime Minister’s Policy Advisor in September 2014 to advocate for sustainability
remaining as a cross curriculum priority in light of the Review of the Australian
Curriculum. There was a discussion of phases 2 & 3 of the research project, why &
what makes teachers reluctant to include EfS in their programs. Phase 4, creating
resources to help teachers understand and implement the cross curriculum priorities
in the Australian Curriculum was reviewed. Thanks to Mark Caddey for attending.
The Teacher & Teacher Educator SIG continue to advocacy for EfS in emerging
Australian Curriculum by responding to the Australian Curriculum Review. Chapters
utilized the letter created to also responded and further reinforce the need for EfS as
a cross curriculum priority.
The Skilling Educators for Sustainability Australia (SESA) project has completed
research to identify what practitioners require of professional development to provide
‘on time – in time’ material. This led to a trial of professional development packages
to further refine the balance of online and face to face teaching. This highlighted
that some presenters required support to upskill them to provide online learning
opportunities. This project is managed by Larraine Larri.
The AAEE Executive agreed to trial the role of General Manager for 6 months and
while there were positive outcomes to have a part time honorarium carry out this
role the resources of the association are not robust enough to continue so we need
to find sponsorship or grants in the near future.
Consultation meetings were carried out with the Marine Education Society
Australia (MESA) and with the closure of their network their members are
encouraged to join AAEE and support the work of the Marine & Catchment SIG.
They will continue Seaweek and planning is underway. The resources they have
collected will be reviewed and made available very soon. We welcome them to our
network.
AAEE is represented on the newly formed Australian Alliance of Associations in
Education (AAAE). We are connected to a strong advocacy group across all education
sectors and keep the messages of EfS as part of the agenda. This work is championed
by Syd Smith who has committed much to AAEE over many years. Syd coordinates
AAEE members in each of the states to attend the meetings.
The communication section of AAEE includes the website which continues to
be improved for members and the addition of Facebook has increased the activity
of information sharing with an international audience. Most of the chapters have
engaged with Facebook to support their work in their local communities.
Jo Kelly from Queensland and Kate Elder, Admin Coordinator, have collaborated
on the ozEEnews. These have showcased each of the themes with valuable input from
members. Members are encouraged to continue sending updates of their activities
and share resources. We would like to thank Jo Kelly most sincerely for her two years
as the volunteer Editor of the ozEEnews and wish her well in her new career. These
also appear on the website and are archived for members in the member section.
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2013/14 AAEE Highlights cont’d
The electronic monthly newsletter continues to be popular and represents an
effective way to communicate with members. Thanks to Kate Elder, our admin
coordinator, members are well informed with two editions per month in future to
align with timetables for PD and events. These also appear on the website and are
archived for members in the member section.
The Executive Treasurer, Ben Fung, investigated ethical banking using this
definition ‘Ethical banking describes organizations that are primarily concerned with
the social & environmental impacts of their investments & loans’. The current bank
NAB is the 3rd largest lender to coal & gas exports so the Executive agreed to
move the Association banking to Bankmecu.
In the later part of this year a Communication Plan has been drafted to make
clear to members and chapters what tools are available to share information. This
is being led by Vanessa Whelan and a small subcommittee, with the intention to
find a way to secure a communication officer.
The Executive were very pleased to support Earthwatch Institute (Australia)
to expand a school-based initiative that is enhancing school curricula; student
engagement in learning; and teacher professional development through
participating in a real-world, citizen science program. We are aware of the
first phase of the program that Earthwatch initiated, Teach Wild Australasia
and that the next phase, TeachWild II, will build on the learning and successes
of TeachWild I and expand from a marine debris initiative to develop other
significant environmental sustainability themes of freshwater sustainability and
security; waste; biodiversity loss; and climate change. It is encouraging to know
that TeachWild II will expand its outreach to support participation from 3 sectors,
schools (years 6-10), corporate businesses and local governments.
I would like to take this opportunity to say a huge thank you to the National
Executive Committee for their enthusiasm and support over the last 4 years.
Leading such a strong group of professional leaders in their diverse fields is
character building, salute. It has been a pleasure to add value to this distinguished
Association and I look forward to supporting the new president into the future.

The Executive Committee
The Executive Committee (EC) of the 2013/2014 were well represented across the
Chapters and included the following:
President

Jennifer Pearson

WA

Vice President

Bren Weatherstone

ACT

Vice President

Sue Elliot

VIC

Vice President

Graeme Sawyer

NT

Treasurer

Ruo Li & Ben Fung

NSW

Secretary

Hilary Whitehouse

QLD

Committee Members:
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1. David Butler

SA

2. Mary Catus-Wood

VIC

3. Jenny Dudgeon

TAS

4. Sue Martin

NSW

5. Claudette Rechtorik

NSW

6. Vanessa Whelan

ACT

AAEE Educators of
the Year

AAEE Membership

Each year the Association recognizes
contributions made by our members
in each Chapter to the field of
environmental education in Australia.
Past AAEE Australian Environmental
Educator of the Year Award recipients
have been:
2007

Frank Fisher

VIC

2008

Richard Smith

SA

2009

Annie Beecroft

TAS

Jennifer Pearson

WA

2010

Grahame Collier

NSW

2011

Cam Mackenzie

QLD

2012

Elaine Lewis

WA

2013

Vanessa Whelan

ACT

2014 nominations are:
ACT

– Eliza Hopkins

NSW

– Susan Mayo

QLD

– Amy Cutter-McKenzie

SA

– Matt Cattanach

TAS

– Jenni Burdon

VIC

– Jane Ryan

WA

– Barbara Sing

AAEE thanks the National Recognition
Team, Sue Martin and Greg Hunt,
along with State and Chapter
selection committee representatives.
The 2014 EE and the AAEE Fellow
Award’s will be presented at the
AAEE Biennial conference Dinner.
We look forward to congratulating
the recipient of this award and
acknowledging all the worthy
nominees.

Memoranda of Understanding (MoUs) are in place with national groups in a range
of countries.
New Zealand Association for Environmental Education (NZAEE)
Japanese Society Environmental Education (JSEE)
North American Environmental Education Association (NAEEA)
Centre for Environment Education (India)
Environment Agency Abu Dhabi (EAD)

Membership of Education groups
Australian Alliance of Associations in Education (AAAE)
Australian Federation of Society for Studies of Science and Environment (AFSSSE).
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Special Interest Groups
Early Childhood SIG
The EC SIG has approximately 50 members and has continued
to advocate for EfS in the early childhood education field.
EC SIG members have been instrumental in the following
activities over the past year.
Communication has been ongoing through items in
Ozeenews, email updates and the new AAEE website online
forum which has now taken over from the previous EC SIG
newsletters. There is also communication and networking with
the four state-based networks EEEC Vic Inc, QECSN and NSW
ECEEN and the ECA Vic Branch EfS SIG and together they form
the National Alliance for ECEfS. In the last year this alliance
has worked on two submissions, the first submitted to ECA
in February 2014 to inform ECA’s response to the Australian
Curriculum Review and the second in September 2014 to
respond directly to the federal Early Childhood Productivity
Commission Review. The latter was of significant concern
as the review proposed that QA 3.3 in the National Quality
Standard (NQS) (ACECQA, 2013) pertaining to sustainability
be removed from the NQS.
Nationally, Early Childhood Australia (ECA) continues to
be a partner in promoting EfS through both publications and
conferences. At the ECA conference in September 2014, Julie
Davis was a keynote speaker on EfS, a number of practitioner
awards and the doctoral thesis award recognised EfS and in
particular, the conference operation was sustainable for the
first time thanks to the efforts of Tracy Young.
Several new publications in the early childhood sector with
significant involvement by EC SIG members include:
Davis, J. (in press). Young children and the environment (2nd
ed.). Melbourne: Cambridge.
Young, T. & Elliott, S. (2014). Ways of thinking, acting and relating
about sustainability. Deakin West, ACT: Early Childhood Australia.
Elliott, S. (2014). Sustainability and the Early Years Learning
Framework. Mt Victoria, NSW: Pademelon.
Davis, J. & Elliott, S. (2014). Research in early childhood
education for sustainability: International perspectives and
provocations. London: Routledge.
A number of initiatives in the early childhood sector are
ongoing including, The Seedlings local government project
and the AuSSI program in early childhood settings in Victoria;
and, the Little Green Steps Program in NSW and Western
Australia. Two new projects, a scoping study of ECEfS in
NSW and a Family Day Care pilot of EcoSmart (NSW ECEEN,
2012) have been initiated, both funded by the NSW Office of
Environment and Heritage Environmental Trust.
The three state-based groups EEEC, NSW ECEEN and
QECSN have held or are about to hold their 2014 state
conferences and these continue to be successful events.
Recently, South Australian, Western Australian and Tasmanian
professional ECEfS networks have begun to emerge. It’s
noteworthy that generally where networks have existed for
some years the NQS QA 3 accreditation ratings for early
childhood services are higher.
ECEfS is increasingly evident in the early childhood sector;
the challenge now is to move beyond simply a compost bin to
deeper thinking about sustainability such that it becomes the
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norm in all early childhood services.
Many thanks to all the EC SIG members for their
contributions and to the AAEE Council and administrative staff
for their support throughout the last year.

Marine and Coastal SIG
The Marine Education Society of Australasia (MESA) met on
the 5th of September to discuss the folding/amalgamation of
MESA into AAEE (and the Marine & Coastal SIG) and Seaweek
2015. A summary of that meeting shows the outcome:
MESA is folding and amalgamating with AAEE. Most of the
MESA committee members will remain active in their state
roles, but will be working under the banner of this SIG. We
will still be running our annual Seaweek activities/celebrations,
but within AAEE.
MESA currently holds $1000 in its accounts. These funds
will be available for Seaweek 2015, which will be the first
Seaweek run by the AAEE Marine & Costal crew.
Proposed Seaweek 2015 theme is “Celebrating Seaweek”.
This will be a reflection of the many Seaweeks past, as well as
paying memory to Peter Biro, a MESA committee member/
driver and web developer, who sadly, passed away recently.
From 2016-2022, it is proposed that Seaweek themes will
follow the 7 Principles of Ocean Literacy (http://oceanliteracy.
wp2.coexploration.org). This will promote the principles,
while also better enabling long term funding opportunities.
It is proposed to move the early March Seaweek date
to early term 4 (late October) from 2015. This gives us and
teachers more time to promote, plan and prepare.
We will be sending out a survey in the coming weeks
to identify needs around Marine Education (our purpose,
direction, audience, etc).
We have registered seaweek.org, where we will develop a
WordPress website for resources and activities promotion. This
website will be linked to the AAEE website.
The Marine & Coastal SIG currently has 20 email
subscribers and 71 Facebook members.

Special Interest Groups cont’d
Research SIG
The 2013/14 year has been busy for the Research SIG. After
regrouping in early 2013, we asked our members what they
would value. Opportunities to collaborate was something that
has been raised often, and we have had three main initiatives
that work towards this. The first is a plan for a collaborative
review essay of the International Handbook of Environmental
Education (Stevenson Brody, Dillon & Wals, 2013). This process
has commenced and we are working towards submitting
for publication in the Australian Journal of Environmental
Education, early 2015. The second is our featured members in
OzEE news, providing members with an opportunity to profile
their research to the environmental education community.
The final is the work on the research symposium to be held
just before the AAEE conference in November this year. These
iniatives aim to bring members of the Research SIG together
while supporting newer as well as more experienced members
of the environmental education research community.

The Nature Educators Network Australia
(NENA) SIG

Local Government SIG:
The AAEE Local Government Special Interest Group (LG SIG) aims
to support environmental educators working in Local Government.
We recognise that the roles of Local Government Environment
Educators are many and varied (just as Councils are) dealing with
multiple audiences and issues in small and large teams.
The group functions across Australia as a network for
coordinating, advocating and resourcing local government
education for sustainability. SIG members connect
electronically by email and meet locally or at the biannual
AAEE conference. The SIG convenor circulates a periodic
newsletter and contributions are welcome.
The Local Government SIG currently has 72 members.
During 2014 the SIG has been relatively quiet with just a
couple of e-mail newsletters being distributed and training
opportunities forwarded through. With the recent adoption of
the ‘Make the Change’ Framework by the NSW Government
it is envisaged that the SIG will become more active in 2015
while the framework is rolled out and implemented.

The NENA SIG has continued to increase in numbers during
its second year in operation both on the Facebook page and
email list. Many of these people would be non AAEE members
coming from a range of education and interest groups.
The NENA Facebook page is regularly updated and
receives a loyal following to its posts. Various people
contribute to the page by sending information to
the coordinator. It would be hoped that the numbers
following this Facebook page would increase from 190
to over 300 in the next year. The content placed on the
page is varied. The aim is for greater content from NENA
members to be placed on the page to promote local
events and research.
The Nature Educators Network Australia (NENA) SIG
newsletter that was collated each term has ceased this year.
This is as a result of a lack of new contributing authors.
If there was a renewed interest in this we would resume
publishing the newsletter or consider offering “special
editions”.
There has been much success of the NENA members with
recent projects, programs, events, papers and a segment on
nature play ABC Catalyst featuring three of our educators.
The network is very varied in its composition, interests
and areas of work. However, people are very willing
to collaborate and often email asking to be linked to
likeminded people. Face- to - face meetings are something
we would like to consider at the national conferences. With
nature play organisations being established in various states
we need to consider how we engage and collaborate with
them to ensure NENA remains as a useful component to all
nature educators.
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Chapter Reports
ACT Chapter
Convenor – Vanessa Whelan
COMMUNICATIONS
ACT Chapter AAEE has a small but enthusiastic and dedicated
committee of eight members who meet once a month.
The committee communicates to broader ACT Chapter
AAEE members using email. A recent new member to the
committee has established both an ACT Chapter AAEE
Facebook and Twitter account.
Flyers, invitations and news bulletins are emailed to all
members leading up to events.
At each event, ACT Chapter AAEE is promoted and
membership brochures are distributed to attendants.

PARTNERSHIPS
ACT Chapter AAEE is a member of the ACT Conservation
Council and is an active participant in many of their key events
throughout the year.
The chapter has also become a member of the ACT Youth
Coalition continuing our commitment to supporting local
youth on Education for Sustainability projects.
ACT Chapter AAEE also works collaboratively with local
organisations such as the ACT Conservation Council, the ACT
P & C Council, the Australian Sustainable Schools Initiative
(AuSSI), Kids Teaching Kids, the Australian National Botanic
Gardens, ACT Landcare and Conservation Volunteers Australia.
This year ACT Chapter AAEE is exploring partnership
opportunities with both the ACT Capital Woodlands and
Wetlands Trust and the Canberra Urban and Regional Futures
at the University of Canberra.
ACT Chapter AAEE works collaboratively with all local EfS
organisations on important environmental issues through
sharing expertise, exchanging information and providing
professional development.

ADVOCACY AND LOBBYING
ACT Chapter AAEE held a stall at the global 350.org
movement that’s inspiring the world to rise to the challenge
of the climate crisis. Workshops were conducted on the day
on vital campaigns: to save the Great Barrier Reef, Divest from
Fossil Fuels and ‘Protect the Leard Forest from Coal’ Climate
Change Action Day 22nd September 2014.
ACT Chapter AAEE provided the ACT Minister for the
Environment a letter of support for continued funding of
‘The 2020 Vision Project’. This project, developed by a local
organisation called SEE Change www.see-change.org.au, was
successfully implemented in the ACT in 2013/14. Additional
funding for the project has since been secured from the ACT
Department of Education and Training as well as other local
organisations for the project to continue in 2014/15.

MEMBER SERVICES
ACT Chapter AAEE nominated the committee’s secretary, Ms
Eliza Hopkins for both the ACT Conservation Council Youth
Award as well as the AAEE Environmental Educator of the Year
Award for her outstanding contribution to EfS with young
people in the ACT.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
ACT Chapter AAEE has supported a range of professional
development activities for local members.
2020 VISION PROJECT – ACT Chapter AAEE continues to
support SEE Change’s 2020 Vision Project www.see-change.
org.au. This local ACT initiative invites students to consider
how Canberra can reach their 40% emissions target by 2020.
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Students are invited to communicate their proposals through
written papers, videos, workshops or any form of creative
expression. Students and members of the broader Canberran
community will come together to present and discuss the
proposals. AAEE ACT provided the ACT government with a
letter of support for the 2020 Vision Project and will continue
to support them in 2015.
2014 Target Kids Teaching Kids Week Conference – ACT
Chapter AAEE sponsored Canberra’s signature event for the
2014 Target Kids Teaching Kids Week. Mawson Primary School
hosted the daylong student conference – the first school in
Canberra to host such an event! Over 100 students from 6
different primary and high schools presented and participated
in student led interactive workshops on sustainability.
Their workshops covered topics such as the importance of
biodiversity, seed propagation, worm farms and societal
change towards sustainability.
SPONSORSHIP TO ATTEND 2014 NATIONAL AAEE
CONFERENCE – ACT Chapter AAEE sought submissions from
all ACT Chapter AAEE members for sponsorship to attend the
National AAEE Conference in Hobart. The successful applicant
was Merici College’s sustainability teacher, Fiona Buining. Ms
Buining played an important role in establishing a productive
school garden that provides the canteen with lots of beautiful,
seasonal produce and she also teaches the school’s Year 9
and Year 10 sustainability elective. Ms Buining will conduct a
presentation on Merici College’s sustainability elective and how
data can be used to give students a meaningful understanding
of their consumption of environmental resources.
EFS PROGRAMS IN CANBERRA’S NATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS - ACT Chapter AAEE is developing a list of EfS
programs offered to visiting schools in the ACT’s key National
Institutions such as Parliament House and The National
Museum. Once completed this publication will be made
available to all AAEE members and schools across Australia.

GOVERNANCE
The ACT Chapter AAEE Inc. Committee elected at the 2013
AGM currently consists of the eight members and meets
monthly at the ACT Conservation Council.
Our Treasurer, Bren Weatherstone located a list of banks
chosen for their ethical investment policy for the Committee
to choose an alternative. ACT Chapter AAEE transferred all
funds to Bendigo Bank and recommend other chapters also
consider this action. Information on divestment is available
at several sites like www.350.org and www.350.org.au/
campaigns/go-fossil-free.
Our Treasurer has been responsible for:
• Reporting expenditure, income and bank statements to
Committee Meetings.
• Preparing the Annual Report for auditing and locating the
auditor (honorary if possible).
• Submitting the audited Annual Report on activities for the
2013-2014 financial year to the AGM.
• Maintaining awareness of divestment initiatives such as
350.org and Go Fossil Free gofossilfree.org/Australia.
Our Secretary has been responsible for:
• Organising all committee meetings, including creating and
distributing the committee meeting agendas and meeting
minutes.
• Collating and distributing the organisation reports and any
other information relevant to the committee meetings.
• Distributing information about upcoming events that are
relevant for the committee or chapter.
• Work with the President to welcome new chapter
members.

COMMITTEE MEMBERS PORTFOLIOS
As ACT Chapter AAEE is a small committee with a very active
workload, the President, Vanessa Whelan introduced the idea
of Portfolios to the committee structure. Committee members
agreed to take on the responsibility of one Portfolio each to
focus on, some are in addition to the usual committee roles.
Portfolios include Partnerships, Communication, Liaison,
Membership, Youth, Grants, Treasurer and Secretariat.
Portfolios were chosen based on member’s expertise and
interests and committee members report on their Portfolio at
meetings.
Committee members were asked to summarise what the
role would entail for their chosen Portfolio. Examples of some
summaries are below:

Partnerships PORTFOLIO – Vanessa Whelan
(Note: for the purpose of this information, a partnership
can be either a supportive relationship or a formal financial
arrangement e.g. member of their organisation with the
intention to work on joint projects).
The committee member allocated to this role will be
responsible for maintaining existing partnerships between ACT
Chapter AAEE and similar organisations in the ACT (e.g. AuSSI
ACT and ACT Youth Coalition). The committee member will
record a list of the organisations for whom ACT Chapter AAEE
supports and works with, and will provide this list annually
to the committee. This list will include why ACT Chapter
AAEE is a member of or is working in partnership with these
organisations and opportunities for joint projects.
The ACT Chapter AAEE committee member will strive to
meet annually with these organisations to discuss the nature
of the partnership and will report this information to the
committee. The committee member will also be responsible
for seeking opportunities for new partnerships with
organisations as they arise and will present these opportunities
to the committee for discussion.

MEMBERSHIP PORTFOLIO – Bren Weatherstone
The main focus of the Membership Portfolio is to recruit
new members to ACT Chapter AAEE and work with the ACT
Chapter AAEE Committee to explore ideas for ways to bring
new members into the ACT Chapter.
The person allocated to this role will:
• Analyse the AAEE Membership categories for ACT Chapter
AAEE and canvas ways of bringing in more Members into
each category – individual, family, concession, educational
institutions (tertiary, secondary, primary, early childhood),
ENGOs and Corporations.
• Present an update summary & analysis to each Committee
Meeting for consideration and ask for ideas & suggestions.
• Consider how to turn activities into opportunities for
outreach & recruitment.
• Consider how to engage with other organisations such
as EIANZ to combine activities/events. This can lead to
mutual benefits between associations with some overlap of
interests expanding horizons for members and enhances
our services.

Liaison portfolio - Lara Lloyd
This role will involve both formal and informal communication
with the other ACT Chapter liaison representatives. The
intention is to update each other on what events are
happening in our respective states and territories, share ideas
and discuss relevant issues. Formal communication will occur
via the Liaison Group meetings/teleconferences held each two
months and informal communication will occur via email,

phone etc. as required. Minutes of the Liaison Group meeting
will be circulated to ACT Chapter AAEE committee members
for their information.
Details of EfS activities, events, opportunities, grants etc.
occurring in the ACT will be collated monthly provided to
the AAEE Administration Co-coordinator for inclusion in the
monthly AAEE e-bulletin.
The person in this role will also have the responsibility of
being the ACT Chapter AAEE representative on the national
panel for the selection of the AAEE Environmental Educator
of the Year Award, an award presented to a member who has
achieved significant outcomes within their groups in support
of Education for Sustainability.

Communications Portfolio - Aileen Power
The committee member taking on this role is responsible
for working collaboratively with other committee members,
across all portfolios, to develop a strategic communications
and marketing plan. This plan will provide a framework for
directions, strategies and targets for the work of ACT Chapter
AAEE. These include planning associated with membership,
liaison with National AAEE, government and non-government
agencies, projects, events, fund raising and grants. The
communications plan will also set directions for promotional
activities including print and electronic media. Depending on
skills and experience, the role may include developing print
media and web-based communications.

Victorian Chapter
Eingana

This year marks Eingana’s 37th volume[1] and as each volume
has 3 issues we can celebrate over 150 editions have published
since 1977. Eingana is a respected platform for educators
from Victoria and further afield to publish new research and
interesting case studies from a practitioner’s perspective.
The format was designed to be accessible to a breadth of
practitioners with an emphasis on being reflective about
educational practices and projects[2]., Ian Sutherland, Eingana’s
editor 2011-14, completed his final issue in Volume 37 no 1. He
is acknowledged for his editorial sensitivity and the contribution
of his photography. Sarah Houseman continues in the role
of Commissioning Editor and Augusta Zeeng is welcomed as
the new editor of Eingana. 2014 volumes of Eingana have a
refreshed look and feel fitting for an anniversary year.

Eingana issues in 2013-14
Spreading the word- how we communicate
VAEE Networks		
Members on our database
EnviroEvents monthly newsletter
277
ResourceSmart Facilitators and Assessors network
257
Western Metro monthly E newsletter
243
VCE Environmental Science Teacher online network 135
VAEE Sustainable Schools online network
289
Facebook
328

PARTICIPATION

During this year VAEE staff directly worked with 1130 teachers,
educators and students through commissioned workshops,
presentations at events and conferences, teacher environment
networks, in-school workshops and courses.
Number of events Teachers Students Educators
Total
66
592
375
163
Eingana was first published by the Environmental Teachers Association of
Victoria in1977.
[2] Associate Professor Jose Roberto Guevara (RMIT) is acknowledged for his
lasting contribution to Eingana as the concept developer.
[1]
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New South Wales Chapter
Convenor – Mark Caddey
Communications
Costa Georgiadis, ABC Gardening Host, has agreed to be the
Patron of the NSW Chapter.

Facebook page as part of the communication strategy
– 175 friends.

Conversations AAEE NSW Journal June 2014 second
edition emailed to 3,000 schools with positive comments and
responses.
The www.aaeensw.org.au website continues to be an
effective communication portal for the Association. The
NSW Executive communicates information regularly to state
members via email.

Partnerships
Make the Change was commissioned by the NSW Office of
Environment and Heritage and sets out an EfS engagement
strategy for stakeholders such as local government officers,
teachers etc. There were many opportunities for EfS
practitioners to contribute to the strategy during 2013 and
2014 through a series of webinars, an online discussion forum
and workshops organised by the project team comprising
state committee members and headed by Graham Collier. The
workshops in particular were well attended by a broad range
of stakeholders and included lively debates.
The AESA report on EfS and the Australian Curriculum,
commissioned by the previous Australian Labor Government,
was published early in 2014. The project is now in the
dissemination stage (Phase 4). Mark Caddey is a member of
the project management team.

Advocacy and lobbying
Mark Caddey is actively lobbying and advocating for the
uptake of the AESA’s report recommendations amongst his
EfS colleagues and state members of parliament. Copies of
the final report are available on the AESA website: www.
educationforsustainability.org.au.
Make the Change has been submitted to the Minister
for the Environment but no comments have been
forthcoming, despite many calls to the Minister’s office
by both committee members and our patron, Costa
Georgiadis. However, the document can be accessed on
the NSW AAEE website; sustainability practitioners are
encouraged to use it.

Membership
The number of current members in NSW is 208
NSW Environmental Educator of the Year Awards were
presented at the 2013 NSW AAEE Annual General Meeting
and dinner. The 2013 award recipients were: Formal
Education - Steve Papp Government Agency - Leonne
Donnelly Community Education Award Jillian RiethmullerNSW Environmental Educator of the Year Jem Hansen
Started trial of Associate Membership through
Conversations – free one year trial membership. Any uptake
some councils have taken the offer for their schools
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Professional Development
NSW Conference 26 & 27 September 2013, Dubbo attracted
200+ participants.
Support for the 2015 Environmental Education Conference
in the Hunter.
AAEE NSW, Office of Environment and Heritage and the
National Committee are negotiating the management of the
Professional Learning EfS ‘Hub’ www.efslearninghub.net.au/
NSW AAEE Gould League travelling scholarship was first
awarded to Kirsty Flickers from Coffs Harbour Council and in
2013 awarded to Dr Justine Jacob Lismore High School, in
2014 it went to Leanne Eastway and Marie Smith on a part
scholarship

Governance
The NSW Executive Committee meets quarterly to implement
the current NSW AAEE strategic plan. Development of
AAEE NSW Action Plan’ and review of Strategic Plan and
development of ‘AAEE NSW Profile and Strategic Priorities’
document. NSW AAEE produces an annual treasurer’s report.

Other Comments
Meeting with Chinese Environmental Education Delegation
September 2013. Chinese government delegation from
Environmental Protection Department of Jiangsu Province.
It is a part of the Ministry of Environmental Protection of the
People’s Republic of China (PRC) charged with protecting the
environment in Jiangsu Province, including the governance
of environmental pollution and nature conservation, future
communication through an MOU with the national body is
being negotiated.

Western Australia Chapter
Convenor – Jennifer Pearson
Communications
WA Chapter Email network - Regularly forward information
through network about a range of PD offered from the chapter
and other organisations relevant to 68 members. WA Chapter
Facebook, this site was set up to encourage members and nonmembers to contribute stories, information about resources
and jobs available. There are now 210 people who have ‘liked’
the site and we have up to 200 contacts read some stories. This
connects members in Derby to Albany in our large state
WA Chapter Website is regularly updated with project
reports, upcoming events and there have been a range of people
use the contact email system to request support for EfS ideas and
projects. The website now hosts resources created through Turtle
Watch and Little Green Steps
Little Green Steps Newsletter- a quarterly newsletter has been
developed to support the delivery of the LGS program, and includes
links to events, programs and resources provided by the AAEEWA
and its partners (mailing list has grown to 300+ members)
Environmental Educators Network, email once a month
which is managed by the AAEE WA Chapter, to advertise
upcoming events for a range of EE providers across the state
Conservation Council of WA as a member of this group
we have opportunities to hear about advocacy work they
are involved in and to let them know about professional
development, workshops and advocacy carried out by the
chapter. Presently no joint projects have been developed

Partnerships
Perth Zoo, involvement in National Science Week Expo
as a presenter, the Pongs of Perth Zoo. Biological Earth
Environmental Science Career day shifted from Perth Zoo to
Central TAFE due to budget cuts
City of Canning, The utilisation of the Canning River
Eco Education Centre as a home base for AAEE (WA); allows
membership meetings, storage of chapter material and use of
the Centre as a postal address at no cost. The collaboration in
developing and supporting three major projects, see below
Catchments, Corridors and Coasts (CCC) 15th
– 17th January included, Red Hill Waste Management
Facility; Department of Environment and Conservation; Shire of
Mundaring; Eastern Hills Catchment Management; Perth Hills
Forest Centre, Kanyana Rehabilitation, Perth Zoo, South East
Regional Centre for Urban Landcare (SERCUL); Swan River Trust;
Phosphorus Awareness Project; Canning River Eco Education
Centre; Water Corporation Waterwise Schools Program; Aboriginal
Heritage; Environmental Technology Centre; The Department of
Fisheries’ Naturaliste Marine Discovery Centre and the Western
Australian Fisheries and Marine Research Laboratories; Ocean
Reef SHS Marine Studies; Coast Care; and Australian Sustainable
Schools Initiative. 23 participants attended from schools, Local
Government and State Government Departments
The City of Cockburn provided two scholarships for
Cockburn school teachers to attend.
This was coordinated by Amy Krupa, Catherine Baudains,
Michael Burke, Elaine Lewis, Dot Hepburn, Vicky Hartill, Claire

Gaskin and Jennifer Pearson
Biological Earth Environmental Science (BEES)
Yr. 10 Forum 10th April 2013 included Perth Zoo, Science
Teachers Association of Western Australia, Earth Science Western
Australia, Curtin University, CSIRO Labs, SciTech, UWA, Western
Australian Museum, DEPaW, Air watch. With 440 students
plus 20 teachers from 10 schools it was a success. This was
coordinated by Kate McMurtrie, Perth Zoo and Jennifer Pearson
Biological, Earth and Environmental Sciences (BEES) Day
will be held in held this year; It is a careers day targeting Year
9 & 11 students; AAEE WA cooperating with Central Institute
of Technology; the Institute is hosting this event in their new
Green Skills building; presenters from previous years will be
conducting activities, as well as new presenters, including
sessions run by the Central Institute of Technology. The 2014
event is being coordinated by Gun Dolva and Jennifer Pearson
Earth Day Expo – Friday 4 April 2014. This event at
the Canning River Eco Education Centre with over 607
children attending from 13 schools. There were 23 different
presentations provided which engage the children in activities
like clay modelling, reptiles, water quality, birds of prey, bird
identification, macro invertebrates, water security, waste
initiatives, marine education and much more. The feedback
from the schools was very positive. This was coordinated by
Hayley Bullimore, CREEC & AAEEWA and Jennifer Pearson
Earth Day Expo – Monday 7th April 2013. This
event at the Edith Cowan University Joondalup Campus
and fully funded by the Higher Education Partnership and
Participation program (HEPPP) in place to support schools
in lower socioeconomic areas. This event with 8 programs
was presented to 6 different schools in the northern suburbs
of Perth. The activities included reptiles, water quality,
birds of prey, bird identification, macro invertebrates,
Aboriginal storytelling and waste initiatives. The feedback
from the schools was very positive and the staff at ECU is
looking forward to providing the event next year. This was
coordinated by staff from ECU & Jennifer Pearson AAEEWA
Little Green Steps – In July 2012 the Lotterywest-funded
trial of this program in three local councils commenced.
The Governor His Excellency Mr Malcolm McCusker and
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Wa Chapter contd
Waste Initiatives – wide ranging developments in
WA Chapter programs, for example, numerous strategies
implemented at the Science Expo. Waste Trailer Grant
supported further initiatives
AuSSI WA committee – committee –AAEE WA is
represented on the AuSSI-WA steering committee - members
now tend to be consulted individually (on a needs basis) as
opposed to the committee meeting regularly. AAEE is well
represented on the AuSSI-WA Alliance through member
organisations such as CREEC and SERCUL

Advocacy and Lobbying	
Mrs McCusker officially launched the program on 2nd
September 2012 at CREEC. Sally Sneddon is the Project
Manager and successfully completed the 12 month trial. The
evaluation report has been circulated to the three Childcare
Centres involved, to Lotterywest as the sponsor and to the
Governor. We thank SERCUL and CREEC for their support in
the management of the project, and the pilot has allowed us
to develop further networks in the EfS and early childhood
fields. We have a new grant submission with Lotterywest for
a year of funding to implement the program, and to develop
a sustainable operating model for the program beyond that
time. The City of Cockburn have generously provided an office
location for LGS to operate from, commencing September
2013, with an additional $25,000 to provide services within
their area to early years educators. Coordinating committee is
Jennifer Pearson, Anne Pettit, Elaine Lewis, Kelsie Prabawa-Sear
and Arlene Moncrieff
National Science Week ‘A Touch of Science’
Community Expo on 17th August 2014 included National
Science Week Committee, City of Canning, Canning River
Eco Education Centre, SERCUL, Canning River Volunteers,
Murdoch University Volunteers, SciTech, Swan River Trust and
the Great Gardens Team. Waste Authority grant funds were
secured this year, as was a National Science Week minor and
generous funding from Swan River Trust. Approximately 3000
attendees from the general public and local community. The
Expo school competition attracted 790 children’s entries
from 29 different schools. Coordinated by Hayley Bullimore,
Amy Krupa, Elaine Lewis, Katherine Gaschk, Alison Dorn and
Jennifer Pearson.
Turtle Watch – Turtle Watch commenced in 2005
at Herdsman Lake, Perth. Since that time the project has
expanded across the Perth Metropolitan area as an initiative
of the Australian Association for Environmental Education WA
Chapter: http://www.aaeewa.org.au/turtlewatch.html Turtle
Watch involves the Cockburn Wetlands Centre, Canning
River Eco Education Centre, SERCUL, Herdsman Lake Wildlife
Centre, Murdoch University, University of WA, Native ARC,
schools, volunteer and friends groups, local authorities,
wildlife care groups and interested community members.
Since 2013 the four eco centres, in partnership with AAEE WA,
have taken on a larger role in relation to education and action
for oblong turtle conservation. A Turtle Watch Education Kit
has been compiled for community and school use: http://
www.aaeewa.org.au/turtlewatchedkit.html
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DEC Meeting – On 2nd August 2013 Jennifer Pearson met
with Minister Jacob’s policy team about the Australian
Education for Sustainable Alliance (AESA) policy platform and
the new Early Childhood program Little Green Steps trial
Letter to Minister - On 28th November a letter was sent to
Minister Jacob on behalf of the AAEE WA chapter in response
to the Association’s overall concern for the number of state
government cuts to sustainability education programs and
the lack of resources directed into this sector in the coming
financial year
National Party of WA – On 29th August 2013 Jennifer
Pearson & Sally Sneddon met with Royalties for Region
project managers to discuss the possibilities for Little
Green Steps to be funded through that system. They will
provide us with a list of key people within their system
to discuss the project regarding resource and partnership
opportunities
Waste Authority WA Meeting - On 17th April Jennifer
Pearson & Paula Kalinowski met with Wastewise team to
discuss the possibilities for Little Green Steps to be funded to
produce early childhood waste education kits

Members Services
AAEE Environmental Educator of the Year – Nominated a
member for the annual award, Barbara Sing who was then
nominated for the Professional Teaching Council of WA annual
awards

Professional Development	
Catchments, Corridors Coasts, 15th – 17th January 2014,
three day PD for teachers, pre-service teachers, industry, local
and state Gov. personnel
Arab Gateway Workshops, On Wednesday 28 May 2014,
AAEE-WA co-presented a World of Water workshop for
teachers in conjunction with the One World Centre and the
Canning River Eco Education Centre (CREEC). Teachers were
provided with the work developed by AESSSF to promote
understanding of Arabic culture, sciences and history. 16
teachers attended

Governance
Meetings - Conducted regular monthly meetings on the 3rd
Thursday of each month at the Canning River Eco Education
Centre. Bookkeeper - Created a new bookkeeper paid position
to manage AAEE- WA invoices and accounts. Employed for 3
hours per week

South Australia ChAPTER
Convenor – Hugh Kneebone
The focus for the AAEE South Australian Chapter has been
on the National Conference that Adelaide will host in 2016.
A conference organising group has been meeting regularly
throughout the year to progress the thinking and planning
required. The work to date has identified rough dates and
some early conference themes. The conference location
is close to being finalised and key note speakers are being
considered. For the relatively small Adelaide based committee
this has represented a challenge that has driven a need to
expand our numbers and capacity ahead of the 2016 event.
In order to widen our supporter base and build greater
awareness of our role we have undertaken the following actions.
• Developed the format of running a public forum with
a guest speaker presenting on a particular issue that
coincides with committee meetings. This has opened
committee meetings up to the wider membership and
encouraged new potential members to find out a little
more about AAEE SA. It has also allowed us to explore key
partnerships ahead of the conference.
• Progressed the development of promotional AAEE SA banners
and begun the process of updating the state website.
• Looked to enhancing our advocacy role through a regular
letter-writing role to relevant agencies and individuals,
however the business of the year has meant this area of
work has not been adequately supported.
The partnership with NRM Education (AMLR and SAMDB
NRM Regions) continues through the delivery of the EfS
Network. In 2014 there have been two full day network
events; ‘Connections to Nature’ run in June and ‘Adding Value
through Student Voice’ in September.
These events and partnerships have been successful in
encouraging attendance at our meetings and events leading
to a number of new memberships. More importantly it has
helped create a sense of action and purpose for the existing
membership. I believe that the SA chapter in on track to grow
the organisation and to make an important contribution to
the work of environmental and sustainability education across
the state. See you all in Hobart soon or Adelaide in 2016.

AAEE involvement in SESA
SESA is overseen by three professional associations: Australian
Water Association, Waste Management Association of Australia,
and Australian Association for Environmental Education. The
Project Steering Group (PSG) is made up of representatives of
the three associations; experts in the education for sustainability
field; and a Department of Industry officer.
AAEE has been involved since 200x(?). This part of the project
began in 2012 when we got funding from the then Australian
Government strategy of funding ‘Skills for the Carbon Challenge’ .

Achievements so far:
• Steering Group
• a core group of strongly committed consortia representatives,
significant ‘in-kind’ contribution
• able to apply flexibility, creativity, and responsiveness to
changing in engaging Water and Waste industries.

Northern Territory Chapter
Convenor – Graeme Sawyer
Professional development workshops were conducted in NT
to develop online databases with students about biodiversity.
They have been tagging frill neck lizards in school grounds
as part of project! This could be a Citizen Science activity too
and there will be an AAEE conference presentation about the
project.
Liaison with Earthwatch is possible too and this has potential
nationally with schools. A sponsor is now needed to do this
on a larger scale as the NT Gov’t funding has been withdrawn
after two years of the project. Other local workshops have
been conducted recently too in NT.

• Industry Reference Group
• the caliber of industry representatives who agreed to be
part of the IRG, their insights and support along the way
• Providers – 5 + 1 = 6 The +1 is our eLearning specialist,
Michael Gwyther who has supported each of the providers.
• Partnership and access to networks
• to be able to market SESA activities & PD – Water Educators
Network (n=789), Waste Educators Network (n=349),
AAEE Local Govt SIG (n= 79), SESA e-news list of interested
people (156 on list, some of whom forward to between 2
to 43 people – extending the reach considerably)
• Participants – numbers in or completed training so far: 64
+ ‘buddies’ back in the workplace invited to collaborate
(Changeology Self-drive & GBAT) – estimate additional
40 – 60. Training in November – 2 Evaluation Webinars
delivered by Clear Horizon - capacity of up to 25 each = 50
• Twitter followers: 16 (!) … 21 Tweets just getting started!
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Tasmanian Chapter
Convenor – Jenny Dudgeon

Sustainability:
Smart Strategies
for the 21C

Guest Speakers Include

Communications
Focussed on 2014 national AAEE Conference
Sustainable strategies for the 21st Century
Created AAEE Conference website www.
aaee2014.com.au and AAEE TAS facebook
page AAEE- Tasmanian Chapter Inc. and
linked to national AAEE Website
regular communication with AAEE Exec and
members

Partnerships
Developed partnership with Retirement
Benefits Fund Tasmania to sponsor 16
Department of Education educators and RBF
members to participate in the 2014 Conference
New partnership with Early Childhood Educators of
Tasmania to sponsor cross sectoral educators and
UTAS students to attend the AAEE Conference
MOU with AAEE National Executive for 2014 AAEE
Conference

Advocacy and Lobbying
AESA report – Tasmanian contribution
AAEE Tas members involved in establishing an EfS
network across all education sectors, local govt,
govt and business.
AAEE Tas members researching impact of
Australian Curriculum’s cross curriculum priority
– Sustainability impact on teaching and learning
programs

Membership
Growth in membership July 2013 16 – currently
Sept 2014: 24

Professional Development
AAEE Tas members delivered PL for educators on
climate change and energy
International early years educator Ann Pelo
presented to a state-wide audience
Focus on developing excellent program for 2014
AAEE Conference
Coup – securing Professor David Orr as conference
key note speaker!! First visit to Australia

Governance
Highlight AAEE Tas now an incorporated body
Committee structures and processes in place

Other Comments
We recommend that a review be undertaken about
the national AAEE Conference as an ongoing event/
fundraiser
• the purpose and benefit of conducting biennial
conferences
• clarify the support and sponsorship role of AAEE
national body
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David W. Orr

Paul Gilding

2014 AAEE National Conference, Hobart

Sunday Nov 2 – Tuesday Nov 4

Venue: Hotel Grand Chancellor, Hobart
Field trips: Wednesday November 5

Hosted by the Tasmanian Branch of the
Australian Association for Environmental Education

Tow Chong

Registration Now Open
Visit
www.aaee2014.com.au

• the need to develop a consistent MOU agreement with standardised
conditions for all chapters re risk management and profit /loss,
responsibilities
The focus this year has been on the 2014 Biennial Conference “Sustainable
Strategies for the 21st Century”. Coup – securing Professor David Orr as
conference key note speaker!! This is his first visit to Australia
For our members this meant not only how to create a conference
theme but a range of communication tools as well. Learning how to create
the AAEE Conference website to showcase the range of international
speaker and activating AAEE TAS Facebook at AAEE- Tasmanian Chapter
Inc. bringing us into the social media age. The conference has increased
membership for the AAEE Tasmanian Chapter by two fold and partners.
As with all conference the challenge to secure sponsorship meant
we have made new partners. The Retirement Benefits Fund Tasmania is
sponsoring 16 Department of Education educators and RBF members to
participate in the 2014 Conference. We look forward to ongoing projects
with the after the conference.
Another significant new partnership is with Early Childhood Educators of
Tasmania to sponsor cross sectoral educators and UTAS students to attend the
AAEE Conference. We thank them sincerely for this support
AESA report – AAEE Tasmanian Chapter contribution
AAEE Tasmanian Chapter members involved in establishing an EfS
network across all educational sectors, local government, state government
and business. AAEE Tasmanian Chapter members are researching impact
of Australian Curriculum’s cross curriculum priority – Sustainability impact
on teaching and learning programs
AAEE Tasmanian Chapter members delivered PL for educators on
climate change and energy
International early year’s educator Ann Pelo presented to a state-wide
audience.
Focus on developing excellent program for 2014 AAEE Conference
AAEE Tasmanian Chapter is now an incorporated body with a formal
committee structures and processes in place.
We recommend that a review be undertaken about the national AAEE
Conference as an ongoing event/fundraiser
• the purpose and benefit of conducting biennial conferences
• clarify the support and sponsorship role of AAEE national body
• the need to develop a consistent MOU agreement with standardised
conditions for all chapters re risk management and profit /loss,
responsibilities

Report On Aaee Memebership Of National Educational Bodies
AAEE is an active member of two national bodies. In 2014
it played a crucial part in each one. AAEE gains additional
recognition and publicity on The Australian Alliance of
Associations in Education (AAAE) and The Australian
Federation of Societies for the Study of Society and
Environment and is represented on both their websites.

The Australian Alliance of Associations in
Education (AAAE)
The Australian Alliance of Associations in Education (AAAE)
is a fully constituted body with the representational
status to speak on behalf of its membership on matters of
education importance. It is governed by a Board comprising
seven elected Directors from among the member
associations.
As of May 2014, the AAAE consisted of 23 national
professional teacher associations and growing.
The AAAE has entered the current national education
scene with the specific purpose of speaking on behalf of the
thousands of teachers across Australia represented by these
associations.
With current developments in the Australian educational
scene involving the review of the Australian Curriculum by
the Federal Government, it is very opportune that the AAAE is
positioned to play an important role in ensuring its members
are heard and listened to as important representative bodies
of teachers across Australia.
As an ‘umbrella’ body for national professional teacher
associations, the AAAE looks forward to making a unique
and invaluable contribution to the education landscape in
Australia.
a The Members’ Forum is a gathering of delegates from each
of the Member Associations of AAAE.
b The Members’ Forum meets at least three (3) times per
calendar year, inclusive of the Annual General Meeting. This
year it met in Canberra, Sydney and Melbourne.
c The Members’ Forum advises, assists and works with the
Board of Directors to:
• develop policy recommendations
• provide a channel of communication between the
AAAE and the wider professional community, and
promoting a positive image of the AAAE to the general
public
• provide a source for the AAAE to seek and receive
advice related to curriculum development and the
profession
• find opportunities to obtain the relevant information to
meet the requirements of its objectives.

One issue under discussion is the recent curriculum Review
by Minister Pyne including his debatable push for phonics
reading.
Syd Smith represents AAEE on this committee but when
meetings are held outside Sydney David Butler, Jo Lang and a
local member attend depending on the venue.

Australian Federation of Societies for Studies
for Society and Environment
AFSSSE is a consortium of four professional associations,
namely the Australian Association for Environmental Education
(AAEE), the Australian Geography Teachers’ Association
(AGTA), Business Educators Australasia (BEA) and the Social
Educators Association of Australia (SEAA).
AFSSSE was formed in 1992 to act as the peak organisation
for the broad area of study known as Studies of Society and
Environment (SOSE). From 1994 until July 2011 the History
Teachers Association of Australia (HTAA) was a member of
AFSSSE.
Again AAEE is recorded on the AFSSSE website and in
20104 took a leading part in a project managed by the British
Council in cooperation with the BBC in UK. The program was
Commonwealth Class in which Commonwealth countries
participated in an education exercise based around the
Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. An education package
relating to the school program will be distributed at the AAEE
conference in November.
‘Participating Schools’ were invited to participate in
Commonwealth ‘tasks’ (global activities) by the British
Council, and also went into the running to be selected to have
one teacher and one student go to the 2014 Commonwealth
Games in Glasgow in July. Ten participating schools across
Australia signed up to be actively involved in the prescribed
activities, with the British Council selecting Maribrynong
College (Victoria) as the winning school. A huge
congratulations to Fiona Walker (teacher) and Arabella
(student) who flew to Scotland (Glasgow) in July to attend the
Opening Ceremony and a range of other events over 10 days.
Also to be congratulated were Seaford Primary School (South
Australia) and Narrabeen Lakes Public School (New South
Wales) for their brilliant efforts in all the tasks. A special thanks
to the teachers involved: Jess Proepster (Seaford) and Susan
Mayo (Narrabeen Lakes Public School) , a NSW member
for their active participation and support of their respective
classes/schools in completing the tasks.
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Update on Volume 30 (2014), Volume 31 (2015) and Volume 32 (2016)
• Issue One of Volume 30 (2014) has now been published.
It is a special 30 year anniversary issue edited by myself, Annette Gough (past editor), Noel Gough (past
editor) and Hilary Whitehouse (current editorial board member). 30 years is a significant achievement for
AAEE and the Journal. The issue is to be launched at the research symposium and conference.
•

Issue 2 of Volume 30 is a standard AJEE Issue with 8 articles,1 book review and 2 thesis synopses
assigned to this Issue.

•

Issue 1 of Volume 31 (2015) is a Special Issue focused on food, sustainability and pedagogy guest edited by
Chris Eames, Deana Leahy, Emily Gray and myself. This Issue is also well underway whereby many articles
will begin to be made available via FirstView.

•

Allen Hill and Janet  Dyment have  proposed a Special conference issue. A call has been distributed to all
conference participants and is available via the Journal’s website (see http://journals.cambridge.org/action/
displayJournal?jid=AEE).   A special issue is dependent on the quantity and more importantly quality of
articles received. It may result in a themed section of Issue 2 of Volume 31 (2015).   Otherwise it could
be assigned as Issue 2, Volume 31 (in its entirety) or Issue 1, Volume 32 (2016).

Editorial Update
• I have committed to continuing as Editor for the next three years. I am currently in my fifth year. I
commenced in 2010.
• In addition, I propose from 2015 that Dr Chris Eames become an associate editor. He’s based in NZ
(University of Waikato). He has been an outstanding guest editor of the Food SI.
• In terms of another associate editor, I have drafted an EOI to be distributed to the current editorial board
and environmental education networks (inc. AAEE membership). Such an associate editor must have an
excellent research publication track record and ideally editing experience.
• Dr Peta White is the current book review editor.   I am keen to appoint more book review editors as it
is a great opportunity for others to become involved in the Journal (especially early career researchers).
• The additional abovementioned roles build the Journal’s capacity and indeed its sustainability
(and succession).
Other AJEE Developments
• The Journal has moved to ScholarOne which is a sophisticated submission and reviewing system.
• CUP have asked me to revise the scope of the Journal which I will do in consultation with
AAEE and the editorial board. This will take place over the next 2 – 4 months via email.
• CUP are improving AJEE’s indexing working towards having it indexed on Thomas Reuters.
• CUP are archiving all past 29 volumes which is nearing completion (for the CUP website).
• The Editor and CUP are interested in moving to 3 issues / year from 2016 given the volume of articles
received and the backlog of articles to be published.    Naturally this proposal will require significant
discussion between CUP, the Executive and AJEE Team (Editor and Editorial Board).
Current and Past Contract concerns, including Royalties
• Concern has been expressed regarding contractual agreements that  AAEE has signed concerning AJEE.
This happened before the current Editor’s appointment. Therefore the Gale agreement has been cancelled
by CUP.
• Another matter that requires further discussion is funding the editorial assistant role (from 2015 onwards).
As I’ve previously explained I have funded this through Southern Cross University and previously Monash
University (from my projects) for the past three years (including this year). This has amounted to about
$30,000.   Given the low price that CUP have given to the journal, CUP have advised that they cannot
contribute at this stage (possibly from 2016 once the journal grows). Richard (from CUP) has also pointed
out that the CUP contractual agreement indicates that 15% of the journal’s royalties should be directed to
the editor’s institution to support an editorial assistance (see contract). This has never happened. However  
I  think it now needs  to be followed through from here-on-in and retrospectively if AAEE is in a position to
do so. If this is to happen, I can then fund the short- fall through excess project funds at my home university
(SCU in this case).  It is also important to note that given we’ve moved to ScholarOne editorial assistant work
is likely to decrease, but it will still remain as an important role.
Prepared by A/Prof Amy Cutter-Mackenzie
AJEE Editor
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Submission and Peer-‐Review
Aust J Environmental Education is now transitioning to the ScholarOne
peer-‐review system, which will allow for more rigorous and responsive
system, as well as providing data submission numbers, geographical breakdown, and peer-‐review turnaround
times. To date, the time taken from submission to first decision for the journal is not available, but this key
metric will be available following the transition to ScholarOne.
Table 1: Submission & publication summary

2012

2013

Articles submitted*

Articles (pages) published
Lead author by State/Country

9 (165 pp.)

Vic + Tas
NSW + ACT
SA + Qld + WA

55
14 (242 pp.)

0
4 + 1

4+1
5+1
0+1+1

1
1

1

1 + 1 + 0

North America (USA)
Europe (Sweden)

Currently in FirstView

2014

45

43
to 5 Oct 2014,
expect ca. 57
- (- pp.)

0

* Current peer-‐review system does not routinely distinguish for resubmitted papers. These numbers
may not clearly reflect spontaneous submissions

Journal Usage Statistics

Usage statistics have been recorded daily for the Journal since it was transferred to Cambridge
Journals Online. The clear message is a substantial increase in the use of the journal, reflected in the number
of fulltext (PDF + HTML) views. The limited archive, 2011 onwards, limits the online usage. The full year proje
ction for 2014 will exceed that of 2013 slightly but the usage numbers should increase markedly when issue 1
2014 is published online.

Table 2: Usage statistics of the journal (Mar 2012-‐ end Sept 2014)
Derived from CJO1001
Month
Abstract Views TOC Views Fulltext Views Homepage Views
Mar-‐Dec 2012
Jan-‐Dec 2013

Jan-‐Sept 2014

Jan-‐Dec 2014*

8 557

12 784

14 700

10 400

11 411
11 088

* Linear projection for entire year

557

8 709

8 854

3 103

7 820

10 749

2 335

7 787

3 100

10 200

Journal Access via subscription and consortia
The journal is now available to over 4000 institutions world-‐
wide during 2013, and 2014 data shows a further 6.7% rise in
institutional numbers. The journal is mostly available in consortia packages. Data for 2014 is still not complete.

Table 3: Number of institutions with access to Aust J Environmental Education
Derived from A2R0036
2013 (total 4 020 instit.)
Asia
ANZ
E Eur
Eur
ME/Af N Am
Consortia & donations

Trad Subscriptions & transfers
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1 234

6

69
12

318

254

4

1 551

250

4

S Am
256

UK
56

5

2014 (total 4 290 instit.)
Consortia & donations
Trad Subscriptions & transfers

Asia
1 120
4

ANZ

E Eur

85
3

365

Eur
257
7

ME/Af

N Am

S Am

1 803

253
4

260

UK
64
5

Table 4 below lists the organizations that have been most accessing the Journal since transfer to
Cambridge for 2012 and to date in 2014. The ranking is from the number of views by institution. The
cells are arranged to give some indication of the absolute usage of the journal from a given institution.
Increasing internationalisation and the increasing usage are clear.

Table 4: High usage organizations to date, organized by number of fulltext views of papers
Derived from CJO1003
2012
2013
2014
Mar--Dec
Jan--Sept
Organisation
Fulltext
Organisation
Fulltext
Organisation
views
views

Cunningham
Library, ACER

53

Universitas Negeri
Semarang
University of
Wollongong
Monash University

University of
Lueneburg
Institut National
Polytech. de Toulouse

Macquarie
University,
Uni. Technologi Malaysia

Australian Catholic
University
University of New
South Wales
Curtin University
James Cook
University
Monash University

22

Australian Catholic
University
North-‐West University,
Potchefstroom University,
University of Auckland

112
75
67
58
44

33
30
26

Monash University

Universitas Negeri
Semarang
Australian Catholic
University
Macquarie University
Cardiff University,
Selcuk Universitesi,
University of
Edinburgh
King’s College
London
Deakin University

James Cook University,
University of Tasmania

University of
Auckland
University of
Wollongong

Fulltext
views
380
98
86

46
36
35
34
33
29
25

21
19
16
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Table 5 lists the more popular paper and is indicative of what topics could be of interest for
commissioned review articles.
Table 5a: Most downloaded papers during 2013
Derived from CJO1002
2013
Vol
issue

Title

Authors

28.2
2012

Preparing Action Competent Environmental Educators: How Hard
Could It Be?

Wendy Nielsen,
Peter Andersen, et
al.
Allen Hill

29.1
2013
28.2
2012
28.2
2012
28.2
2012
28.2
2012
29.1
2013
29.1
2013
29.1
2013
28.1
2012
28.1
2012

The Place of Experience and the Experience of Place: Intersections
Between Sustainability Education and Outdoor Learning
Sustainability Education and Teacher Education: Finding a Natural
Habitat?
100% Renewables as a Focus for Environmental Education
Mapping Sustainability Initiatives Across a Region: An Innovative
Survey Approach
Drivers and Blockers: Embedding Education for Sustainability
(EfS) in Primary Teacher Education
Three Academics’ Narratives in Transforming Curriculum for
Education for Sustainable Development
Education for Sustainability, Graduate Capabilities, Professional
Employment: How They All Connect
A Voice for Children and Young People in the City

Children and Young People’s Experience of the Natural World:
Teachers’ Perceptions and Observations
Education for Sustainability and Pre-‐Service Teacher Education

Table 5b: Most downloaded papers during 2014
Derived from CJO1002
2013

John Buchanan

William Adlong

Margaret Somerville,
Monica Green
Sue Wilson
Fiona Wahr,
Jenny Underwood,
Luise Adams,
Verity Prideaux

Ian Thomas,
Matthias Barth,
Teresa Day
Judith Wilks, Julie
Rudner
Emilia Fägerstam

Julie Kennelly, Neil
Taylor, Tom Maxwell,
Pep Serow

Vol
issue

Title

Authors

29.1
2013
27.2
2011
29.2
2013
29.1
2013

The Place of Experience and the Experience of Place: Intersections
Between Sustainability Education and Outdoor Learning
Education for Sustainability and the Australian Curriculum

Allen Hill

28.2
2012
29.1
2013

Creative Arts-‐Based Pedagogies in Early Childhood Education for
Sustainability (EfS): Challenges and Possibilities
Education for Sustainability, Graduate Capabilities, Professional
Employment: How They All Connect

Sustainability Education and Teacher Education: Finding a Natural
Habitat?
Three Academics’ Narratives in Transforming Curriculum for
Education for Sustainable Development

20 AAEE Annual Report 2014

Julie Kennelly, Neil
Taylor, Pep Serow
Kumara S. Ward
Ian Thomas,
Matthias Barth,
Teresa Day
John Buchanan

Fiona Wahr, Jenny
Underwood, Luise
Adams, Verity
Prideaux

Fulltext
views

213
177
156
101
98
94
93
91
90
85
77

Fulltext
views
210
168

114
81
78
70

28.2
2012

Drivers and Blockers: Embedding Education f
or Sustainability (EfS) in Primary Teacher Education

29.2
2013

Drama and Environment: Joining Forces to Engage Children
and Young People in Environmental Education

29.2
2013
29.2
2013
29.1
2013

Sue Wilson

Integrating Education for Sustainability in Preservice Teacher
Education: A Case Study From a Regional Australian University

Reece Mills,
Louisa Tomas

The Logic of School Gardens: A Phenomenological Study of
Teacher Rationales
A Voice for Children and Young People in the City

Simon Jorgenson

68

David J. Curtis, et al.

62
62

Judith Wilks,
Julie Rudner

61

The journal is now also compliant with liberal ‘Green’ open access
policies, with author’s manuscripts, both original and accepted versions,
to be posted on personal websites, departmental and institutional repositories.

Competitors and citation

Below is a summary of the number of articles and pages published in AJEE and competitors. The IF
and SJR columns collate these critical metrics for the competitors.

AJEE does not have an impact factor, as it is not formally index
ed in Thomson Reuters Journal Citation Reports. Calculation of impact
factor from Scopus citation data reveals an impact factor that hovers about 0.30. The obvious
measure is that AJEE is publishing around half the volume of content that its other competitor, and the
journal ought to consider a trajectory that ensures 20-‐25 papers (research articles, reviews) per year;
whether this is more content per issue or more issues is of secondary importance.
The related problem is how to best attract more content. A reader survey to improve services or
marketing campaign targetting authors in other journals can assist, as does commissioned reviews.

Table 6: Journal metrics
Journal

Australian Journal of Environmental
Education
(CUP, 2x year)

Applied Environmental Education and
Communication
(T&F, 4x year)
Environmental Education Research
(T&F, 6x year)
Journal of Environmental Education
(T&F, 4x year)

International Research in Geographical
and Environmental Education (T&
F, 4x year)

Recent articles and
pages published
(Scopus)

Impact Factor
(2012, 2013)

2012: 09, 165 pp.
2013: 13, 242 pp.

2012: 18, 196 pp.
2013: 24, 279 pp.
2012:
2013:
2012:
2013:

0.32
0.29 (calculated)

0.214
0.145

0.883
1.295
0.923
0.765

0.464
0.908
0.516
0.524

0.28*

44, 861 pp.
55, 871 pp.
16, 273 pp.
15, 270 pp.

2012: 16, 326 pp.
2013: 23, 366 pp.

ScImago
Journal Rank

0.70*

0.314
0.244

0.283
0.362

* Calculated, for papers published 2011-‐2012 and cited in 2013
The journal is not listed for an impact factor, but one can be calculated from the Scopus / SJR data.
Items published 2010-‐2011
7 + 21 =
28
‘Citable items’ (articles & reviews)
25
Number of cites acquired in 2012
8
Calculated impact factor for 2012
8 / 25 =
 	
0.32
Items published 2011-‐2012
‘Citable items’ (articles & reviews)
Number of cites acquired in 2013
Calculated impact factor for 2013

21 + 11 =
8 / 28 =

32
28
8

0.29
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